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2010 Winter Session (2010-2011 Academic Year) 
ENGL 490: Majors Seminar (3 credits) 
 
Instructor: John X. Cooper 
Section: 013 
Term: 2 
 

Looking on Tempests: Sylvia Plath and Ted Hughes 
 
Course Description: 
Darling, all night 
I have been flickering, off, on, off, on. 
The sheets grow heavy as a lecherâ€™s kiss. 
- Sylvia Plath, â€œFever 103Â°â€• (1962) 
 
I shot the lamb. - Ted Hughes, â€œOrfâ€• (1979) 
 
With the publication of Birthday Letters in 1998, a year before his death, Ted Hughes made it very 
clear that the life and work of his first wife, Sylvia Plath, remained the key life-altering event of both 
the seven years of their marriage and the thirty-five by which he survived her. His importance to her 
life and work has been the source of much critical attention, but his importance to her work in terms of 
poetic influence or poetic collaboration, one poet speaking to another, has not been as vividly pursued. 
The evolution of late 20th century criticism and theory made sure that Hughes, the man, was never 
going to be left out of her life story, even as his poetic presence in her work was systematically 
overlooked or, even, deliberately muted. As a result, most attention has been paid to Hughes as a 
political effigy within the life narrative, rather than as, in the words of Shakespeareâ€™s Sonnet 116, 
â€˜an ever-fixÃ©d markâ€™ in her imaginative universe. 
 
Even less attention has been paid to the reverse perspective, the place of Plath in his development as a 
poet. Her centrality in that respect has not been sufficiently visible until Birthday Letters. In both cases, 
the otherâ€™s presence in the work of each is ample and continuous for the full extent of their most 
creative periods. It is possible now to begin to see the contour and pattern of their work in new ways, 
both as individuals and as two poets in the close company of conversation and conflict, extending, in 
Plathâ€™s case, even beyond the â€˜edge of doomâ€™. 
 
They married on one of English literatureâ€™s holiest days, Bloomsday, the 16th of June, in 1956, 
saintâ€™s day of cuckolds and philanderers. She died on the morning of 11 February 1963. He lived for 
another 35 years. But the conversation between them never ended. As a human thing, their 
relationship was intense, sanguine, and very modern: what has not been sufficiently appreciated, until 
Birthday Letters, is how much more deeply connected they were in each otherâ€™s poetry and 
thought. The seminar will read selections from the work of the two poets in conjunction. We will try to 
make sense of their poetic relationship, what fed it, altered it, bent it, and, finally, impeded it. Our 
focus throughout will be on the poetry that came from this marriage of two extraordinary minds. 
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This is a seminar. We will be meeting only thirteen times during the term. Attendance and participation 
in discussions is expected and will count for a percentage of your grade in the course. 
 
Required Texts: 

 Sylvia Plath, Collected Poems. 
 Ted Hughes, New Selected Poems, 1957-1994 and Birthday Letters. 
 Course package, essays from Hughes, Winter Pollen. 

Course Requirements: 
English 490 is a course that emphasizes the research experience and offers practice in the kind of 
research done in literary studies. This means you will not be given topics to write about for your 
assignments. You will have to formulate and develop your own topic from scratch during the extent of 
the course. The first â€˜assignmentâ€™ will be a report in the seventh week (about 750 words) 
describing your thinking about your topic up to that point and it will be worth 20% of the final grade. 
The completed research paper of about 2000 words in length will be due in the last week of the term 
and be worth 60% of the final grade. There is no final exam. The final 20% of the grade will be 
assigned for attendance and participation. 
 
Mark Distribution: 

 Research report 20% 
 Research Paper 60% 
 Attendance & participation 20% 

 


